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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of the p-length of a finite solvable group G was introduced by 
Hall and Higman in their paper [d]. Among other results, they obtained upper 
bounds for Z,(G) in terms of e,(G). Excluding certain exceptional cases, their 
results state that Z,(G) < e,(G). 
The motivation behind the present paper was to investigate the exceptional 
groups, i.e., those groups for which Z,(G) > e,(G) for some primep. Examples 
of such groups can be found in [4, p. 321: If p is any odd Fermat prime and n 
is any positive integer, Hall and Higman construct a finite group X, such 
that e9(X,) = n but Z,(X,) = 27.2. This group X,, is a 2, p-group and e,(X,J = 
3n - 1 while 1,(X,) = 2n - 1. These examples prompted the question: 
If G is a finite group of exponentpmqn, is it true that Z,(G) + ZQ( G) < m + n ? 
The answer is yes if G is “nonexceptional” or is one of the groups X,, . 
However ifp = 3, the direct product of S, , the symmetric group on 4 letters, 
and Xa is a group of exponent 12 but with both the 2-length and the 3-length 
being 2. 
The difficulty here is that if G and H are both p, q-groups, it is not neces- 
sarily true that 
z,(G x H) + LAG x ff) = M=@,(G) + z,(G), z,(H) + z,(H)). 
Thus instead of looking at Z,(G) + Z,(G), we should consider h(G), the 
Fitting height or nilpotent length of G. h(G x H) = Max{h(G), h(H)} for 
any solvable groups G and H, and if G is ap, q-group then h(G) differs by at 
most one from Z,(G) + Z,,(G). We now replace our previous question by the 
CONJECTURE: If G is a finite group of exponent pmqn, p and q being 
primes, then h(G) < m + 71. 
1 Now at the University of Utah. 
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Although the author knows of no counter-example to this conjecture, he 
is able to prove it is true only in certain special cases. From the results of 
Hall and H&man, the conjecture is trivially true unless one of the primes is 2 
and the other is either a Mersenne of a Fermat prime. One of the main results 
of the present paper is the following: 
THEOREM 1 .l. If G is a finite group of exponent pqn, p and q being primes, 
then h(G) < n + 1. 
As will be seen, this result is obtained very easily unless q = 2 and n = 2 
or 3. Thus what is new about the theorem is an assertion about groups of 
exponent 4p and 8p where p is either a Mersenne or a Fermat prime. p = 3 
proves to be the most difficult case since 3 is both a Fermat and a Mersenne 
prime. 
Using Theorem 1.1 and an easy induction we can prove 
THEOREM 1.2. Let Gbeafinitep, q-group,p < q, andZete,(G) + e,(G) = n. 
Then we have 
(a) h(G) < Max(2n - 3, n} ifp = 2, q = 3. 
(b) h(G) < Max{(C - 3)/3, n> ifp = 2, q = Mersenne prime > 3. 
(c) h(G) < Max((4n - 1)/3, n} ifp = 2, q = Fermat prime > 3. 
(d) h(G) ,< n in all other cases. 
Theorem 1.1 will follow from results proved in Section 3 concerning 
solvable groups whose p-subgroups are of exponent p but whose p-length is 2. 
If G is such a group, we prove that either 1 G/O,,,,(G)I is odd or G contains 
elements of order 8. In the important case p = 3 our results go deeper and we 
state them as 
THEOREM 1.3. Let G be a Jinite solvable group such that E,(G) = 2 and 
e,(G) = 1. Then 
4G) 3 dWkdGN + 2. 
Zf, in addition, O,(G) = 1 and O,*(G) is a 2-group, then 
e,(G) 3 e,(G/O,w(G)) + 3. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
All groups referred to are assumed to be finite. Z,(G) and e,(G) are as 
defined in [J]. If (T operates on a group G and x E G, then [x, a] = X-?v; 
[G, u] is the subgroup of G generated by all the [x, u] for x E G. If G is a 
linear group operating on V and U is a G-invariant subspace, then {G ( U} 
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denotes the restriction of G to U. The rest of the notation used agrees with 
[Z] and [5]. 
For the later work we need the following preliminary results. 
THEOREM 2. I. Let G be a solvable group 
(a) If p is odd and either p is not a Fermat prime or a Sylow 2-subgroup of G 
is abelian, then Z,(G) < e,(G). 
(b) If p is odd, then Z,(G) < 2e,(G). 
(c) If a Sylow q-subgroup of G is abelian for all Mersenne primes q which 
divide 1 G 1, then Z,(G) < e,(G). 
(4 Z,(G) d MaxP4G) - 2, e,(G)). 
Parts (a), (b), and (c) are proved in [4], while (d) may be found in [2] and [3]. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be up, q-group. 
(a) h(G) < Z,(G) + Z,(G) < h(G) + 1. 
(b) I h(G) - 4(G)l d 1. 
(c) If O,(G) = 1, then h(G) = Z,(G) + Z,(G). 
This is obvious and the proof is omitted. It should be remarked that this 
lemma, which plays an important role in the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, 
has no analogue for groups with more than two primes dividing the order. 
For example, it is possible to construct solvable p, q, r-groups such that 
Z,(G) + G(G) + Z,(G) - h(G) 
is arbitrarily large. 
The next two lemmas are variations of Theorem C of [4] and have similar 
proofs. For this reason the proofs are omitted. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let P be a p-group and o a nontrivial autowphism of P of 
order not divisibze by p. Assume that o fixes elementwise every proper character- 
istic subgroup of P. Then P’ = D(P) < Z(P). Furthermore, if p # 2 or 
P’ = 1, thene,(P) = 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let P be a p-group, G agroup of automorphisms of P, and Q a 
normal subgroup of G. Assume that p does not divide the order of Q, Q is greater 
than the identity, and [P*, Q] = 1 if P* is any proper subgroup of P which 
admits G. Then P is a special p-group and P/P’ is transformed irreducibly by G. 
For future use we point out that if P is a p-group satisfying D(P) < Z(P), 
then D(P’) = 1. We also recall the following elementary facts valid for any 
group P: 
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(i) If x = x’, y E y’ (mod Z(P)), then [x, y] = [x, y’]. 
(ii) If P’ < Z(P), then [x, yz] = [x, y][x, a] for all X, y, and .a in P. 
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose P is a p-group, G a group of automorphisms of P, 
andQ a non-trivial subgroup of G of order not divisible byp such that [P*, Q] = 1 
for all proper subgroups P* of P which admit G. Then the only normalp-subgroup 
of G which centralizes Q consists of just the identity automorpha’sm. 
Proof. Let S be a normal p-subgroup of G which centralizes Q. From 
Lemma 2.3, we have D(P) = P’ < Z(P). Now considering P/P’ as a G- 
module, let PI/P’ be a minimal characteristic Q-submodule such that 
[PI , Q] + 1 (mod P’). Since S centralizes Q, PI must admit S. But since S 
is a p-group there is a non-trivial element of PI/P’ that is fixed by S. Thus if 
P*/P’ = C,,,,(S), then [P*, Q] # 1. S ince P* must admit G, this implies 
that P* = P and so [P, S] < P’. Since P’ < Z(P), this implies that 
[g, h]” = [g, h] for all g and h in P and x in S. Hence [P’, S] = 1. 
Now let g E P, x E S, and y EQ. Then gx = gh for some h E P’. Since 
[P’, Q] = [S, Q] = 1, this implies that ggx = ggh. In turn this implies that 
k, ~1” = (g”>-‘g”” = h-Q, ~1 h = k, ~1. 
Now let Pz = C,(S). Pz 4 P since Pz 3 P’, Pz must admit G, and, as we 
have just shown, [P, Q] < P, . It follows from this that [Ppz ,Q] # 1 and so 
Pz = P. Thus [P, S] = 1 and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let P be a p-group with the structure P = PIP, where 
Z(P) 2 PI n Pz > P’. Let Q be a group of automorphisms of P such that PI 
and Pz both admit Q and PI/PI n Pz is transformed irreducibly by Q. Letting 
KS = Co(Pi/Pl n Pz) for i = 1, 2, assume that x is an element of K, such that 
x$K,,(xK,)4Q/K,,and[P,nP,,x] = 1. Then[P,,P,] = 1. 
Proof. Since (xK,) is normal in Q/K1 , CP,~p,,P,(x) must admit Q. Since 
Q transforms PI/PI n P, irreducibly and x does not belong to KI , we must 
have 1 Cp,~p,np,(~)~ = 1. Thus, if vi , va belong to PI , then [vi , x] = [vs , x] 
(mod PI n Pz) if, and only if, vi zz vs (mod PI n PJ. It follows from this 
that if u E PI , then there exists v E PI such that u = [v, x] (mod PI n PJ. 
Now suppose w E Pz . Then 
[w, u] = [w, v-W] = [w, v]-l[w, vu”]. 
Since x E KS , we have wx = w (mod Z(P)). Using this and [PI n P2 , x] = 1, 
we obtain 
[w, u] = [w, v]-l[w, v”] = [w, v]-yw, v]” = 1. 
481/7/2-7 
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DEFINITION. Suppose G is a solvable group of Fitting height rr and I& is 
the set consisting of all primes which divide 1 F,(G)/F,-i(G)1 for 1 < i < n. 
Then Hl , H, ,..., H, is a Fitting decomposition of G if Hl ,..., H, are 
subgroups of G satisfying the following: 
(a) Hi is nilpotent. 
(b) Hi < No(H,) if i >i. 
(c) F,(G) = F,-,(G)H, . 
(d) Hi is a &group. 
LEMMA 2.7. Evuy solvable group has a Fitting decomposition. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n = h(G). Since the result is obvious 
if n < 1, we assume that n > 1. Now let C be a Carter subgroup of F,(G) 
and let N = No(C). N n F,(G) = C, and, since all Carter subgroups of 
F,(G) are conjugate in F,(G), F,(G)N = G. Since F2(G)/F1(G) is nilpotent, 
we have F,(G) = F,(G)C. Thus G = F,(G)N. It is now an easy matter to 
show that F,(G) = F,(G)F,-,(N) for 1 < i < n. From this we see that 
h(N)=n-1. Th us, by induction, N has a Fitting decomposition Kl , 
K 2 ,..., Knel . Now let Hl = F,(G) and Hi = Kiel for 2 < i ,< n. It is easy 
to verify that HI, H, ,..., H, is a Fitting decomposition of G. 
3. GROUPS WITH Z,(G) = 2 BUT e,(G) = 1 
A result crucial for both Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 is the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose the group G satisjes the following conditions: 
(a) G = QPC where Q and C are q-groups and P is a p-group, p # q. 
(b) Q 4 G, P Q PC, and D(C) < Q. 
(c) Either q = 2 andp isaFermatprimeorq=3andp=2. 
(4 [C, P, 81 # 1 # 8’. 
(e) If P* is any proper subgroup of P such that No(P*) 2 C, then 
[Pp*, C] = 1. 
(f) If Q* is any proper subgroup of Q such that No(Q*) 3 PC, then 
[Q*, P] = 1. 
Then 
e,(G) b I 3 if q=2. 2 if p=2. 
Proof. This is really two theorems depending on whether q or p is 2. 
Since much of the argument for the two cases is the same, the two results 
have been grouped together. 
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C n Q < No(P) = C,(P) since P < No(Q) and (1 P ],I Q I) = 1. Thus 
C n Q centralizes P and so we can consider C/D(C) as operating on P. From 
(e) and Lemma 2.4, P is a special p-group and P/P’ is transformed irreducibly 
by C/D(C). This implies that C/C,(P) is cyclic of order q. From Lemma 2.5 
we obtain [Q, C,(P)] = 1. Thus, working by induction on the order of G, 
we may assume that C is cyclic generated by an element g. [g, P, Q] # 1, 
but [PQ,g*] = 1. 
Now if q = 2, P must be cyclic of order p (since P/D(P) is transformed 
irreducibly by an automorphism of order 2) generated by an element h such 
that g-‘hg = h-l. 
If q = 3, p = 2 we may assume that gp = 1 (otherwise, e,(G) > 2 
trivially), P’ # 1 (otherwise, e,(G) > 2 from Theorem 2.1 (a)), and 
1 P/P’ 1 = 4 (since (g) must be faithfully and irreducibly represented on 
P/P’). It follows from all this that P is a quaternion group of order 8. 
(f) and Lemma 2.4 imply that Q is a special q-group and Q/Q’ is trans- 
formed irreducibly by PC. If q = 2, P is of order p, while if q = 3, p = 2, 
then [P’, Q] = 1 would imply thatg is not exceptional onQ/Q’ [4, Theorem B] 
which in turn would imply that e,(G) > 2. Thus in both cases we may assume 
that P is faithfully represented as an automorphism group of Q. 
Now let M be Q/Q’ written additively. Considering M as a vector space 
over GF(q) on which PC operates, we can decompose M into the direct sum 
of the minimal characteristic P-submodules: M = Ml @ M, @ --a @ M, . 
Now if e,(G) = 1, then (g - l)‘+1 = 0 on M [4]. Thus if p = 2, we may 
assume that (g - 1)s = 0 and consequently that g fixes each MS . 
If q = 2, p = 2” + 1, then g-%g = h-l = h2”. Now if&(x) is the minimal 
polynomial of h over Mi (clearly Mi = Mi if, and only if,fi(x) = h(x)), then 
fi(x2’) = (fi(x))2a (mod 2). Th is implies that h and g-Vzg have the same 
minimal polynomial over Mi . Thus g fixes each Mi in this case also. 
Since M is an irreducible PC-module, it follows that n = 1 in both cases. 
Lemma 2.2.3 of [4] now implies that M is an irreducible P-module. This 
implies that 1 Q/Q’ 1 = 9 if q = 3, p = 2, and 1 Q/Q’ 1 = 228 if q = 2, 
p = 2” + 1. We now consider the cases separately. 
Case 1: q=3,p=2. Here /Q/Q’] =9, M(g-l)2=0,Q’# 1, and 
Q is of exponent 3. It follows easily from this that there exist elements X, y 
which generate Q such that ~9 E X, y’J = xy (mod Q’). Let t = [x, y]; 
clearly t generates Q’. Thus x0 = A+, yg = xytf for some integers e, f. NOW 
choose m such that m + 0, me + - 1 (mod 3) and let r =fm - (m(m - 1)/2). 
Replacing X, y, t by X?Y, y”, &, respectively, we obtain 
t = [x, y], xg = XP, yg = xy. 
Then (yg-1)3 = yygyg’g-3 = yxyxt*exyg-3 = y%8g-We+4 = P+l. Since 
tnzefl # 1, this proves that e,(G) > 2. 
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Case 2: q = 2, p = 2” + 1. Let U be the kernel in M of (g - 1). 
We first assert that U n Uh” = 0 for 0 < k <p. For suppose u belongs 
to Un Uh”.Thenu = vh”forsomevE- U.Thusu(g - 1) = “(g - 1) = 0. 
From this we obtain 
vh” = vh’“g = (vg)(g-lhkg) = vh-k 
which implies that v(h2” - 1) = 0. Since 2K + 0 (mod p) and M is a faithful 
irreducible (h)-module, this is impossible unless v = u = 0. We now 
immediately obtain that Uh” n Uhj = 0 if i $ j (mod p). 
We next assert that M(g - 1) is of dimension s over GF(2) and 
M(g - 1) = U. For dim(&‘(g - 1)) = dim(M) - dim(U) = 2s - dim(U). 
But dim(M) = 2s 3 dim( U + Uh) = 2 dim(U). Also, since [Q, g”] = 1, we 
have M(g - 1) C U. Thus 
dim(U) > dim(M(g - 1)) = 2s - dim(U) 3 s 3 dim(U). 
Now let H = Q’[Q,g]. The previous arguments imply that (h-lHhi) n 
(h-jHhj)=Q’ifi+j(modp)and/H/Q’I =2”=p-1. 
First suppose H contains no elements of order 4. Then the number of 
elements of order <4 in Q is at least the number of elements in ugi (h-iHhi>. 
This number is 
But 1 Q I = 1 Q’ I I Q/Q’ j = I Q’ / 22* = / Q’ / (p - 1)“. Thus Q would be of 
exponent 2 contrary to Q’ # 1. 
It now follows that there are elements X, y in Q such that x is of order 4 and 
x = [y, g] (mod Q’). Then (gy)a = g2ya xz where z E Q’. Using the fact that 
[Q,g”] = [Q, D(Q)] = D(D(Q)) = 1, we obtain (gy)4 = g4x2. Since ~2 # 1, 
this implies that one of g4 and (gy)” is not the identity and thus e,(G) > 3. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let G be a solvable linear group over afield of characteristic 
p such that O,(G) = 1. Assume that (x - 1)“~l = 0 for all x in a Sylow 
p-subgroup of G. Then either G/O,,,(G) is of odd order or es(G) 2 3. 
Proof. Assume that 2 divides I G/O,,,(G)/. Then p must divide I G I 
since G # O,(G). Then, from Theorem B of [4], p must be an odd Fermat 
prime. Now if x is any nontrivial p-element of G and H is a $-subgroup of 
G such that x normalizes but does not centralize H, then, also from Theorem 
B of [4], a Sylow 2-subgroup of H must be non-abelian. It follows from this 
that x does not centralize the Sylow 2-subgroup of F,(G). Now let G* be a 2, 
p-Hall subgroup of G. From the previous discussion O,(G*) = 1. 
Now let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. O,?,(G) = O,e(G)S and so 
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G = O,(G)No(S). Thus since 2 divides 1 G/O,,,(G)l, there is a 2-element g 
in No(S) which does not centralize S. Without loss of generality we may assu- 
me that G* containsg and S. Now if P = O,(G*), then NP(S) both normalizes 
and is normalized by S. Thus S and NP(S) commute elementwise. Since 
g does not centralize S, this proves that g does not belong to P. Hence 2 
divides 1 G*/O,,,(G*)I. 
Thus in proving the corollary by induction on 1 G 1, we may assume that 
G is a 2, p-group and 1 G/O,,,(G)1 = 2. Now let HI , Hz, H3 be a Fitting 
decomposition of G. Clearly we may assume that H, is generated by an ele- 
ment g. Now let P be a subgroup of Hz which is minimal with respect to 
being normalized but not centralized by g. Next let Q be a subgroup of HI 
which is minimal with respect to being normalized by P(g) but not centralized 
by P. From Theorem B of [4], Q must be non-abelian. Now if g2 EQ, then 
QP(g) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. If g2 #Q, then QP(g)/(g”) 
satisfies the theorem. (Since g2 E O,,,(G), [g2, P] = 1 and so k2, Q] = 1 
from Lemma 2.5. Thus (g”) is normal in QP(g).) In either event we obtain 
e,(G) 2 3. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let G be a solvable group such that Z,(G) = 2 and 
e,(G) = 1. Assume that G/O,,,,,(G) has even order. Then e,(G) 3 3. If, in 
addition, O,(G) = 1, p > 3, and O,<(G) is a 2-group, then e2(G) 3 4. 
Proof. The first part of this follows by applying the previous corollary to 
G/O,,,(G). To prove the second part, note that O,(G) = 1 implies that 
Z,(G*) = 2 and e,(G*) = 1 where G * = G/O,(G). Thus, from the first 
part, e,(G*) > 3. Since O,(G)O,(G) is a 2-group and since p cannot be a 
Mersenne prime (3 is the only Fermat prime which is also a Mersenne prime), 
we must have that e,(G) > e,(G*) + 1 from Theorem B of [4]. The require- 
ment that p > 3 can be dropped, of course, once Theorem 1.3 is proved. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a solvable linear group over a field of characteristic 
3. Suppose that O,(G) = 1, 1 G 1 is divisible by 3, and (x - 1)” = 0 for all x 
in a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. Then e,(G) 2 e,(G/O,,(G)) + 2. 
Proof. Let G* be a 2, 3-Hall subgroup of G. As in the proof of Corollary 
3.2 we find that e,(G*/O,(G*)) > e,(G/O,(G)) and O,(G*) = 1. Thus it 
suffices to prove the theorem for 2, 3-groups. Theorem B of [4] implies that 
the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are non-abelian and so e,(G) > 2. Now let 
n = e,(G/O,,(G)). 
From the above, we may assume that G is a 2, 3-group and that n > 0. 
Now let HI , H, , H3 be a Fitting decomposition of G. Without loss of gener- 
ality we may assume that H3 is cyclic generated by an element g where 
g2” E HI but g2”-l 4 HI . Let h = g2”-‘. [H, , h] f 1 = [H, , h2]. 
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Next let S be a subgroup of H, which is minimal with respect to being 
normalized by g but not centralized by h. S is an elementary abelian 3-group 
[4, Theorem 2.1.21 and is transformed irreducibly by g. Thus h-lx/z = x-l 
for all x in S. Now let P be a subgroup of HI which is minimal with respect 
to being normalized by S(g) but not centralized by S. From Lemmas 2.4 
and 2.5, P is a special 2-group, P/P ’ is transformed irreducibly by S(g), and 
[P, h2] = 1. If P were abelian, then, since [P, S] # 1, there would be an ele- 
ment x in S such that (X - 1)” # 0 [4, Theorem B]. Thus P is nonabelian. 
Since g must normalize C,(P) and g transforms S irreducibly, we must have 
C,(P) = 1. Then it follows that S(g)/(h2) is faithfully represented as an 
automorphism group of P. 
To finish the proof we need to know more about the structure of P and 
how g operates on P. For example, we shall show that P is the direct product 
of 2n-r copies of the quaternion group. 
First let U be P/P’ written additively. We shall consider U as a vector space 
over GF(2) which is operated on by S(g). Next decompose Uinto the minimal 
characteristic S-submodules Ui : 
Since S is elementary abelian, {S 1 Vi} must be the identity or cyclic of order 
3. Since (g)S transforms U irreducibly, {S 1 Ui} is never just the identity. 
Now let Ki be the kernel of the representation of S afforded by Ui . 
[S : Ki] = 3 since {S 1 Vi} is isomorphic to S/K, . Since there is only one 
non-trivial irreducible representation of a group of order 3 over GF(2), 
Ki = Kj if, and only if, i = j. From the fact that h-M = x-l for all x E S, 
we conclude that h fixes & and thus Vi for all i. Since, however, a group of 
order 3 does not have an automorphism of order 4, g2”-a cannot fix any Ui . 
Since U is an irreducible S(g)-module, this implies that m = 2’+l and Ui is 
an irreducible S(h)-module. Lemma 2.2.3 of [4] now implies that Vi is an 
irreducible S-module and thus Ui is of dimension 2 over GF(2). 
Now let Pi be the inverse image of Vi under the homomorphism mapping 
P onto U. Since Ki # Ki if i # j and S/Ki is abelian, it follows from Lemma 
2.6 that [Pi, Pi] = 1 if i # j. A consequence of this is P’ = PiPi -a- PA . 
P,f # 1 since if Pi were abelian then we would have Pi < Z(P) = P’ < Pi. 
For what follows we assume that the Pi are numbered such that 
gelpig = Pi+lb0dm)* 
1 PI/P’ 1 = 4 and S(h)/Kl(h2) is represented faithfully as an automor- 
phism group of PI/P’. Then there must exist elements x1 , ur , w1 such that 
s = <x,W, , PI = p’<u, , VI>, 
up = Vl , v1”1 E u,o, , Ul * EE a, , 01 hsu 1 (mod P’). 
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Hence we have 01 = ulvlw where w E P’. Replacing u1 , vi by ulw, v,w, 
respectively, we obtain up = v1 , 01 = ulvl . 
From the fact that x~~uixia = ur , we obtain u1 = vlulvl . Since 
v12 E D(P) = Z(P), this implies that 1 = v12[u1 , vl]. From the fact that 
D(P) is of exponent 2 and [x1 , D(P)] = 1, we find that 
% 2=y2= 1 (ulv1)2 = [Ul , sl # 1. 
([u I , vJ = 1 would imply that Pi = 1.) Thus (ul , a,) is a quaternion group. 
Now urh = v,t, for some t, E P’. Since hx, = x,Vz and [tl , xi] = 1, we 
obtain 
up1 = (v1tJ”1 = u,v,t, = u;Ph = (U1vl)h = vIt,v,h. 
Thus vih = v;~u~v~ = ull. From this it follows that 
Ul h = (q')"" = ql, 
Hence t, = vet = viz, and tih = (v~“)~ = u-~ = I, . 
If now we define xi = x19’-‘, ui = uf’, vi = vfl, and ti = t/-l for 
1 < i < m, we have the following: 
S = (xi)Ki , Pi = P’(Ui 3 Vi); 
u*2 = vt2 = [Uj , Vi] = t, # 1 = tia; 
Ed - ui - vi, v4’ = U.V. t”t = t. * 2 I29 a 19 
U.h = v-l I i ’ v.h = i(:l * z ’ tp = t, . 
Now let Qi = (ui , vc). P/P’ is the direct product of the QiP’IP’ and 
thus P = Q1 Q2 *a- Q,,, . Since [Qi , Q,] = 1 for i# j, it will follow that 
P=Ql xQ2 x -a. xQ,,, if it can be shown that {tl 1 1 Q i < m} is a 
basis for the abelian group P’. {ti 1 1 < i < m} certainly generates P’ so that 
it only remains to prove that ti $ (tj 1 j # i) for all i. That this will prove the 
theorem follows from the fact that 
(U,R-1)2m+’ = ululuu9~ . . . u9yg-4m 
= g-47q+u2 *-* Umer,-lV~l *-* v3" 
= g-*"("1v;l)"(u2v~l)2 * * * (umv;~)2 
= g-9$, *** t, . 
Thus if P is the direct product of the groups Qi , then t,t, -a- t, # 1 and so 
either (~,gl)~m or g-4m in not the identity. This, of course, would imply that 
e,(G) b n + 2. 
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Now let V be the space on which G operates and let V, be the subspace 
consisting of all vectors fixed by all elements of P. Obviously SP(g) may be 
considered as a linear group on V/V,, . V/V, is a faithful P-module and 
(x-l)2=OonV/V,forallxinS. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M 3 0 be an irreducible SP-submodule of V/V0 . Then M 
is an irreducible, faithfulQ,-module for some i and Qj is the identity on Mfor j # i. 
Proof. Since (X - 1)2 = 0 for all x E S, S must fix every minimal 
characteristic P-module. Thus M is the sum of isomorphic irreducible 
P-modules and so is an irreducible P-module [4, Lemma 2.2.31. Since 
ti E Z(P), ti must be fl on M. 
Suppose tj is the identity on M. Then {Qi j M} is abelian. But [QJQj’, xi] = 
Qi/Qi’. Thus if Qj is not the identity on M then xj could not be exceptional 
on M. Hence {tj 1 M} = 1 implies that {Qi 1 M} = 1. 
Since P is not the identity on M, {ti ( M} = -1 for some i. Now suppose 
that ti and tj are both - 1 on M and i # j. Since [Qi , Qi] = 1 and Z({Q, 1 M}) 
is generated by {ti 1 M), we have {Qi 1 M} n {Qj 1 M} = Z({QiQj I M}). Thus 
{QiQzi 1 M} is the central product of (Qi / M} and {Qj / M}. From [d, p. 171 it 
now follows that M is the sum of isomorphic, absolutely irreducible QiQi- 
modules. Now let N be an irreducible SQiQi-submodule of M. N must be an 
irreducible Q,Qj-module from Lemma 2.2.3 of [d]. 
Since [S : Ki] = [S : Kj] = 3, there is an x in S which belongs to neither 
Ki nor Kj . Then {x 1 N} does not centralize either {Qi / N} or {Qj I N} 
Theorem 2.5.4 of [4] now implies that (X - 1)” # 0 on N. This contradic- 
tion proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let M II 0 be an irreducible SP(g)-submodule of V/V,, . 
Then M = MI @ M2 @ +.* @ Mm where n/l-,. is an irreducible SP(h)-module, 
Mi is the sum of faithful, irreducible Qi-modules, {Qi I Mi} = 1 if j # i, and 
Mig = Mi+l(mod m)* 
Proof. Since {P I M} f 1, {ti I M} f: 1 for some i. But conjugation by g 
cyclically permutes the ti . Thus {ti I M} # 1 for all i. Now let Mi be the set 
of all vectors mapped into 0 by (t, + 1). S(h) must fix each Mi since 
[S(h), ti] = 1. Now if N is any non-trivial, irreducible SP-submodule of 
Mi , then {ti I N} = -1 and so N is a faithful, irreducible Q,-module which 
represents Qj , for j # i, trivially. The corollary now follows. 
This corollary obviously implies that t, +! (tj 1 j # i) for all i. By a previous 
argument this proves that e,(G) 3 71 + 2. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let G be a solvable group such that l,(G) = 2 and 
e,(G) = 1. Then 
e,(G) 3 e2(GIOdGN + 2. 
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Proof. G/O,,,(G) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4 and so the result 
follows immediately. 
Clearly Corollary 3.7 is the first half of Theorem 1.3. The second half of 
this theorem will be proved as a corollary to the following result: 
THEOREM 3.8. Let G be a solvable linear group over a jield of characteristic 
2 such that O,(G) = 1. Assume that F,(G) is a 3-group, Z,(G) = 2, e,(G) = 1, 
and n = e,(G/O,,,(G)). Then there exists a 2-element g in G such that 
(g - 1)2n+2-1 # 0. 
Proof. As before it suffices to prove the theorem when G is a 2, 3-group. 
First suppose n = 0. Then G/F,(G) is a 3-group, and so, using induction on 
1 G I, we may as well assume that G/F,(G) is cyclic of order 3. Now let 
HI , H, , H, be a Fitting decomposition of G. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that H3 is generated by an element x of order 3. Let P be a 
subgroup of H2 which is minimal with respect to being normalized but not 
centralized by x. Next let Q be a subgroup of HI which is minimal with respect 
to being normalized by P(x) but not centralized by P. Now if P/C,(Q) were 
abelian, then x could not be exceptional on Q/D(Q). Since e,(G) = 1, this 
implies that P’ 4 C,(Q). Thus there is a 2-elementg in P such that [Q, gz] # 1. 
Hence, if Q is abelian, then we obtain immediately that (g - 1)3 # 0. On 
the other hand, if Q is not abelian, then QP(x) satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.1 (with q = 3 andp = 2). This would imply that e,(G) > 2 which 
is an impossibility. Thus our theorem is proved if n = 0. 
Now suppose that n > 0. Using induction on 1 G I, we may assume that 
the 2-group G/F,(G) is cyclic of order 2n. Let HI , H, , H3 , H4 be a Fitting 
decomposition of G. Without loss of generality we may assume that H4 is 
generated by an element g such that g2” E H, but gznel 6 H, . Let h = g2”-l. 
Clearly [Ha, h2] = 1 f [Ha, h]. Also we have [H, n HI, HJ = 1. 
Now let S/H, n HI be a subgroup of Hz/H, n HI which is minimal with 
respect to being normalized by g but not centralized by h. Next let P be a 
subgroup of H, which is minimal with respect to being normalized by S(g) 
but not centralized by S. Finally let R be a subgroup of HI which is minimal 
with respect to being normalized by PS(g) but not centralized by P. 
[H3 n HI, R] = [P, h2] = 1 from Lemma 2.5. From Lemma 2.4 we 
conclude that R is a special 3-group and R/R’ is transformed irreducibly by 
PWW, n HI . Now if we consider PS(g)/H, n HI as a linear group 
operating on M where M is R/R’ written additively, then PS(g)/H, n HI 
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.4, and, in particular, the argument used 
in the proof of that theorem is applicable. 
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Thus we find that P is the direct product of quaternion groups Q( where 
1 < i < m = 2+r. Since M is irreducible, we must have 
where Mi is an irreducible PS(h)-module which is the sum of faithful, 
irreducible Qi-modules and {Qj 1 M} = 1 ifj # i. As before, Qi = <ui , vi), 
Uih = v~l I , vih = UT’, and (~rg-l)~~ = g-4m(t,t, ... tm). 
Now suppose R were abelian. Then, since [R, tit, *** t,,] # 1, we would 
have one of the two elements (u&)~~ or g-4m normalizing but not centralizing 
the abelian group R. Theorem B of [4] would then imply that either 
((ulg-l) - l)sm-l or (g-l - 1)8m-1 is not zero. We will finish the proof of 
Theorem 3.8 by showing that R must be abelian. 
In the homomorphism mapping R onto M, let Ri be the inverse image of 
Mi . Mi is the sum of isomorphic P-modules which represent Qi faithfully 
and Qi trivially if i # j. Since Z(Q,) 4 P, we obtain from Lemma 2.6 that 
[Ri , Rj] = 1 if i # j. Since the Ri are all conjugate under (g), R is abelian if, 
and only if, R, is abelian. 
Now let T be a subgroup of R, which is minimal with respect to being 
normalized by SQr but not centralized by Qr . Then if T’ # 1, TQ,S would 
satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. This would imply that e,(G) > 2. 
Thus T is an elementary abelian 3-group transformed irreducibly by SQr . 
Now [T, C,(QJ] = 1 from Lemma 2.5. It follows from this that if x is any 
element of S not in C,(Q,) then (x) Qr transforms T irreducibly. (Here we 
are using the fact that C,(Q,) is of index 3 in S). It follows from this that 
1 T 1 = 9. Without loss of generality we may assume that T is generated by 
two elements a and b such that a u1 = ab, b”l = a&l, (pl = a-lb, b”l = ab, 
a” = a&l, and bZ = b. 
Since [R’, P] = 1, T cannot be contained in R’. From the fact that Ml 
is an irreducible Q,S(h)-module, it now follows that 
R, = R’ fl h-iThi . 
(i ) 
Since T’ = [R, R’] = 1, it only remains to show that all conjugates of T 
under (h) commute elementwise. It clearly suffices to prove that 
[T, h-iTht] = 1 for all i. 
For what follows let c = ahi and d = bh’. Recalling that [ha, PS] = 1, we 
have two cases depending on whether i is even or odd. 
Case 1: i is odd. In this case hiu, = v;-lhi and h% = x-lhi. It follows from 
this that 
CUE = ah”U, = aUilh’ = (a.-1)h' = cd-l. 
Similarly d”l = c-ld-l, c” = cd, and d” = d. 
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A straightforward calculation yields that 
(ucx-1)s = [b, d]-ya, d]-‘[b, cl-l. 
Since es(G) = 1, this implies that 
[b, d] = [a, d]-‘[b, cl-‘. (3.1) 
Now from [R’, P] = 1, we have that 
[a, c] = [a, cl”1 = [ub, cd-l] = [u, c][u, d]-l[b, c][b, d]-1. 
This implies that 
[b, d] = [a, d]-‘[b, c]. (3.2) 
From (3.1) and (3.2) we obtain immediately that [b, c] = 1. Then we have 
1 = [6, c]” = [b, cd] = [b, c][S, d] = [b, d]. Equation (3.1) now implies that 
[a, d] = 1. Finally using 
1 = [a, dl”l = [ub, c-V] = [a, d][u, cl-l[b, d][b, cl-l, 
we find that [a, c] = 1. This proves that [T, kiThi] = 1. 
Case 2: i is even. In this case hi commutes with ui and X. Thus we obtain 
cur = cd, dU1 = cd-l, cz = cd-l, and dx = d. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are 
still valid but they are derived differently. (3.1) is derived from [a, c] = [a, c]“l 
while (3.2) is derived from (ucx-1)s = 1. The rest of the argument is similar 
to the previous case, and we again obtain the result that [T, h-“T/z”] = 1. 
This completes the proof that R is abelian. Thus Theorem 3.8 is proved. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let G be a solvablegroup such that Z,(G) = 2, e,(G) = 1, 
O,(G) = 1, and O,,(G) is a 2-group. Then 
e,(G) 3 e3(W3~334GN + 3. 
Proof. This follows from applying the theorem to G/O,*(G). Theorem 1.3 
now is proved. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2 
In proving both these theorems by induction on the order of G, we may 
assume that G has only one minimal normal subgroup [4, Lemma 1.2.11. 
Thus F,(G) is either a p- or a q-group and h(G) = Z,(G) + l,(G). 
Now suppose G is a group of exponent pqn. Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 
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2.2(b) imply that Z,(G) + Z,(G) < 5 and so Theorem 1 .l is trivial unless 
n < 4. But if the Sylow 2-subgroups of G are abelian then 
h(G) < e,(G) + e,(G) from Theorem 2. I. Finally, if p is not a Fermat prime, 
then Z,(G) < 1 and so Z,(G) + Z,(G) < 3. 
As a result of the above discussion we see that Theorem 1.1 is trivial unless 
we assume that q = 2, p = an odd Fermat prime, and n = 2 or 3. Now if 
Z,(G) = 1, we obtain as before that Z,(G) + Z,(G) < 3. Thus we assume that 
Z,(G) = 2. Since n = 2 or 3, we obtain from Corollary 3.3 or Theorem 1.3 
(depending on whether or not p = 3) that either G/O,*,,(G) is a p-group or 
n = 3 and O,(G) # 1. But O,(G) # 1 would imply that O,(G) = 1 which 
implies that G = O,,,,,, (G) and so h(G) < 3 + 1. 
We now assume that G/O,,,,(G) is a p-group. Thus G = O,*,,*,(G) and 
h(G) < 4. Thus h(G) < rz + 1 if n = 3 or if h(G) < 3. Hence we may as 
well assume that h(G) = 4, n = 2, and F,(G) is a 2-group (if F,(G) is not a 
2-group, then G = O,,,,,,(G) = O,,#,(G) and so h(G) < 3). 
If p = 3, then Theorem 1.3 implies that e,(G) > 3. Thereforep cannot be 
3 and thus cannot be a Mersenne prime. This implies that 
e,(G) > e,(G/O,,(G)) + 1. 
Since Z,(G/O,(G)) > e,(G/O,(G)), the Sylow 2-subgroups of G/O,(G) 
cannot be abelian. Thus e,(G) > 3 which contradicts n = 2. Theorem 1.1 
now is proved in all cases. 
To prove Theorem 1.2, note that the conclusion of this theorem follows 
from Theorem 1.1 if rz. = e,(G) + e,(G) < 3. Thus the theorem is proved 
if h(G) < 4. 
Now suppose that h(G) > 4 and let G* = G/F,(G). By induction we may 
assume that G* satisfies the theorem. Clearly h(G*) = h(G) - 4. From 
[4, Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.21 and [2, Theorem B], we obtain 
e,(G*) + e,(G*) < e,(G) + e,(G) - d. 
Here d = 2 if p = 2 and p = 3, d = 3 if p = 2 and q is either a Mersenne 
or a Fermat prime other than 3, and d = 4 in all other cases. 
Theorem 1.2 now follows immediately except for n = 4 in case (a) and 
1z = 5 in case (b). Now if n = 4 in case (a), then Theorem 1.1 takes care of 
all possibilities except e,(G) = e,(G) = 2. But e,(G) = 2 implies that 
Z,(G) < 2. This in turn implies that Z,(G) < 3 which implies that 
h(G) < 5 = 2(4) - 3. 
Finally, if rz = 5 in case (b), then Theorem 1.1 takes care of all possibilities 
except e,(G) = 2, e,(G) = 3 and e,(G) = 3, e,(G) = 2. But e,(G) = 2, 
e,(G) = 3 implies that Z,(G) < 2 and Z,(G) < 3 from Theorem 2.1, while 
e,(G) = 2 implies that Z,(G) < 2 which implies that Z,(G) < 3. Thus 
h(G) < 5 if n = 5 in case (b). 
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